
Bud Booster TM

40 and 80 Watt
LED Grow Lights

Applications

Features

DAMP

Light spectrum speciffically designed for maximum yield
and higher quality flowers.
High light intensity needed for deep canopy penetra�on 
Full Cycle LED Grow Light to be used in both vegeta�ve and
flowering cycles
Available in 2' or 4'. 40W at 2' and 80W at 4'. 
IP65 Rated, Fully water-proof
UL Listed
Bluetooth controlled dimmers, �mer, and customizable presets
to give the user complete ligh�ng control during all stages of growth
5 year warranty

Indoor growing and cul�vata�on of cannabis and produce. The Bud Booster has been 
designed as a supplemental LED Grow Light that can be posi�oned above, on the sides, or 
directly beneath the plants to maximize growth and yeild in otherwise lower light/lower 
producing areas.
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Specif cations

40W/100-270V

5000K White

Can be hung above, angled to the sides, or rest directly under plants.
IP65 rated, fully waterproof.

660nm Hyper Red

80W/100-270V

Dimensions
unit: mm/inch
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5000K White

660nm Hyper Red

CT-BB-2 (2 FEET) CT-BB-4 (4 FEET)

Moun�ng/Placement

Bluetooth Dimmer 2 
Controls

Bluetooth Dimmer 1 
Controls

Diode Layout Op�ons

Input Power/Voltage

Specifica�on/Model

Applica�on

Image

Offers a 50/50 split between 660nm red diodes and full spectrum 5000K white diodes. The full
spectrum of the high powered 5000K white diodes is especially helpful in the vegeta�ve stage to

encourage robust, healthy, leafy growth. During the flowering stage the 660nm red diodes become the
most beneficial and give much needed, deep penetra�ng light to flowers located in areas of your 

plant your primary light source may not be reaching, like the bo�om or sides. In other words, it gives your
buds a boost!

Bluetooth controlled dimming, �mers, and customizable presets with a free downloadable APP 

Full Spectrum Spectral Op�on


